These insights perforce raise provocative and tantalizing questions for text editors, as they attempt to offer modern readers something of the medieval experience of intertextuality. In order to formulate a prolegomena to the most urgent of these, i.e., what role material philology should play in shaping future lyric editions, it will be our task here to examine the role it does play in our understanding of the evolution of lyric compilation. For chansonniers were in no way static, but rather their format, contents and purpose were continuously reshaped, in response to changing conditions and aesthetics of reception, over the century-and-a-quarter that trouvère song was recorded.
The two codices receiving the most careful scrutiny here, Paris, BnF fr. 20050 (trouvère MS U) and Bern, Burgerbibliothek 389 (trouvère C), are significant milestones in the practice of lyric compilation because of their central marginality. Both are Messine in origin, and exemplify opposite ends of the compilational chronology: while MS U represents the fledgling stages of chansonnier production, MS C is characteristic of practices at the close of the tradition. MS U, as the oldest chansonnier we possess -its earliest gatherings have been dated to 1231 (Lug 2001 ) -reflects, quite naturally, a still-developing consensus regarding the trouvère canon. For the principles visible in the major chansonniers of the 1250s and 1260s with respect to poets featured, the use of identifying rubrics, and the compilatio, within the codex, of both poets and their works, are not yet operative here. In addition, melodies are recorded primarily for the songs of past generations of poets, both French and Occitan, indicating a reliance on written transmission of music and a certain remove from current centers of lyric performance. 1 MS C for its part dates from the end of the 13th century, and by its principles of organization, indicates a clear evolution away from the author-centered collections of mid-century. While ruled for music throughout, moreover, not a note has been entered. This much-regretted lacuna appears less accidental when one looks to a nearly contemporary Messine codex, Oxford, Bodleian, Douce 308 (trouvère MS I). The organization of this chansonnier, its complete lack of musical staves, and its attention to new lyric forms native to Lorraine (Doss-Quinby et al. 2006 ) strongly indicate that this "peripheral" duchy was nonetheless on the cutting edge of lyric compilation, though accorded such a status by the decline of the Arrageois (Uhl 2008) .
MS Paris, BnF, fr. 20050
MS U's 172 chartae, containing 305 trouvère and 29 troubadour songs, are written in three distinct hands, each responsible for one of the principle sections discerned by early-twentieth century scholars and confirmed more recently (Tyssens 1991) . 2 Unit 1, which runs from chartae 4-91 and comprises the first twelve gatherings, contains not only the entirety of the melodies transcribed -in Messine neumes -but all of the Occitan songs, with music provided for 100% of the latter. While musical notation in unit 1 is not systematic -the staves in gathering V (cc. 28-35) are empty, while empty and notated staves alternate in gatherings IV (cc. 20-27) and XI (cc. 76-83) -melodies nonetheless accompany 64% of the poems. 3 Indeed, music was planned for the entire codex, for in gatherings XVI-XX 3. Thus Tyssens conjectures that melodic exempla were not as available as textual exempla, and that visibly, they derived from a different source (2007, 27) . It is equally plausible that the workshop did not always have the services of a skilled music scribe. Space left for staves throughout XVIII (cc. 127-135) Space left for staves throughout XIX (cc. 136-143) Space left for staves throughout XX (cc. 144-152) Space left for staves throughout XXI (cc. 153-160) Space left for staves in 7/14 pieces XX (cc. 161-162) Space left for staves in 1/6 pieces XXIII (cc. 163-170) Last piece notated; no space for staves in first 19 XXIV (cc. 171-172) Space left for staves in 1 piece out of 3 (cc. 110r-152v) -the majority of Unit 3, space was left for staves, though these were not ruled in the end. It is thus only the two gatherings of Unit 2 which make no provision for music. These lacunae suggest that the transmission of troubadour and trouvère lyric in the early thirteenth century relied as much on written exempla as on oral tradition if not more so. For the first twelve gatherings are devoted primarily to poets of the generation 1180-1220, including the troubadours. The majority of these names, with the exception of Gace Brulé, are found only in this section of the codex. U1 thus recorded 13 songs of the Châte-lain de Couci, 6 of the Vidame de Chartres, 3 of Guiot de Provins, 2 of Chretien de Troyes, and single songs of a handful of other poets. Deceased trouvères recorded both here and later in the manuscript include Gace (22 songs in U1, 4 in U2, 8 in U3); Blondel de Nesle (3 songs in U1, 2 in U2, 4 in U3); Conon de Béthune (2 songs in U1, 3 in U2, 1 in U3); Guiot de Dijon (3 songs in U1, 3 in U3); and Hugues de Brégi (2 songs in U1, 3 in U2, 2 in U3). These gatherings also feature the most notable living trouvères, among them Colin Muset, Gautier de Dargies, Gautier d'Espinal, Guillaume le Vinier, and Thibaut de Champagne, as well as poets such as Geoffroi de Chastillon and Robert de Reims whose status as active or deceased in 1230 is difficult to determine. 4 The concentration of melodies here is thus attributable to more than just whether a given poet's corpus was finite or open. For the four deceased trouvères cited above resurface in section 3 without music, and the entries for active poets in section 1 are notated for music there but not elsewhere. 5 The unfinished quality of section 3 and the lack of concern on the part of scribe U2 for including music, remain among the most puzzling features of MS U.
But as the following table demonstrates, more salient and significant than U's haphazard notation of melodies is its lack of clear organizational principles. For while the former results in regrettable gaps in our knowledge, the latter reflects the state of the art of chansonnier compilation in 1230. Though pride of place is indeed given, in section 1, to recent generations of poets, this is by no means systematic, as is visible from the scattered appearance of Gace Brulé throughout the codex. Beyond this, poems are placed at random rather than grouped by author, as table 2 shows clearly, nor is there any visible hierarchy among poets such as that which characterizes the major chansonniers some three decades later. The collection opens with the Châtelain de Couci, which is striking considering the prominence of Gace, whose songs run throughout the codex and whose oeuvre is more extensive than that of any other poet featured in MS U. 6 6. The châtelain's position of primacy can perhaps be justified on chronological grounds, as he preceded Gace in death. According to a long-disputed entry in the Grandes Chroniques de France), Gace was Thibaut de Champagne's actual mentor in the poetic arts rather than simply his model. The relative primacy accorded to Gace and the Châtelain in MS U must have been extended to Thibaut soon after his death in 1253, for in MS U he does not appear until folio 119v, with four more of his songs placed between cc. 121r and 125v, and a final four between cc. 142v and 166r. 7 Notably, Thibaut's poems are preserved less frequently in U than Gautier d'Epinal's, and only as frequently as Colin Muset's, indicating that his reputation in this region was less secure than that of his eastern contemporaries (Callahan 2012, 56) . That is what changed radically in the following decades.
Authorship as Organizational Principle
It is in the domain of authorship that chansonnier compilation takes its next great step forward. By the 1250s, when the next major chansonnier, MS Paris, BnF, fr. 844 (M) was compiled, not only were entries grouped by author, but a consensus had been reached, followed by scriptoria over the next two decades, regarding membership and positioning in the pantheon of lyric poets. For the assessment is operative that the reigning king of lyric poets was Thibaut de Champagne, followed by Gace Brulé and the Châtelain de Couci, an ordering found in all of the major chansonniers of the next generation: Paris, Arsenal 5198 (trouvère MS K), Paris, BnF, fr. 10 The trouvère-king's songs in MSS KVX closely follow the selection and ordering of those in MS Mt. 11 Secondly, MS M offers the most complete picture of contemporary lyric practice of any chansonnier, notating -in addition to its featured trouvères -sixty-one Occitan songs, 12 three lyric lais, fifty two-and three-voice motets in French, some thirty rondeaux in French, Occitan and Latin, and finally, the oldest extant selection of instrumental pieces -estampies and dances -notated in the blank spaces of chartae 5r and 103r-104v. Thirdly, MS M constitutes a turning point in the evolution of chansonnier compilation. The trouvères featured 8. Blondel trumps Gace on occasion, but this is much more likely due to misattribution by medieval scribes than to design. As lyric poets constantly cited each other, both textually and musically, and the lack of rubrics in MS U suggests that early exempla did not offer them, this confusion is only too understandable. 9. These are of three principle types: purely lyric textuality, dialogic textuality, and narrative textuality (Pickens 2000, 219-226) , though finer rhetorical distinctions must be made for hybrid discourses featuring multiple genres. 10. Huot argues for recognition of MS Mt as an early author codex whose compilation would have been overseen by the royal trouvère himself (1987, (64) (65) (66) , proposal strongly supported in Haines 2004, 35. 11 . Further scrutiny will be necessary in order to determine whether MS M served in like manner as a model for these manuscripts' treatment of all of their contents. 12. Fifty-one of these are notated with melodies. As thirty-one of MS M's troubadour melodies are unica, moreover, it constitutes, along with MS U, an indispensable source for troubadour music.
in the second half of the codex are all Artesian, signaling a shift away from seigniorial courts as loci of lyric performance in favor of prosperous urban centers like Arras, famous for its poetic competitions, or puys. More significantly, genre begins to surface as an organizational concern. Following the author-centered collection comes a gathering comprised uniquely of pastourelles. Similarly the lais, motets, and rondeaux mentioned above are recorded in blocks, and though their rubrics offer an occasional title, such as Lai Markiol, author identifications are notably absent. In this way, these gatherings look forward to the next major advancement in chansonnier compilation: organization by genre, which comes into its own in the last quarter of the thirteenth century.
Generic Considerations as Organizational Principle
The debate and the pastourelle, with their dialogic and narrative textualities, and the Marian song, with the peculiar teleology of its love service, become separated from love songs in this new generation of chansonniers. A is able to serve as an exemplar of proper behavior, a kind of miroir des princes that complements the lessons taught by the surrounding treatises. 14 As we shift to from Picardy to Lorraine and turn to MS Bern, Burgerbibliothek 389 (C), the generic principle becomes combined with the alphabetic principle to create a new way of organizing the corpus of trouvère song.
MS Bern, Burgerbibliothek 389
The work of three scribes, Burgerbibliothek 389 shows a graphic and linguistic unity which belies the multiplicity of sources from which it was compiled. One hand (CI) 15 is reesponsible for all but five of the codex's 524 lyric pieces, with a single song (#460) the work of CII, while CIII is the author of the rubrics and transcriber of four songs (#143, #144, #185, #412). Our three compilers appear to have proceeded, as was also noted for MS U, "par accumulation, en essayant de collectionner le plus grand nombre de textes" (Moreno 1999, 24) . First of all, MS C shows strong stemmatic connections to MS U, compiled three generations earlier, for they shares 211 between them. 16 In addition, MS C contains 45 religious compositions (Marian songs, Crusade songs, pious contrafacta), 24 of which are found in one other chansonnier, Paris, BnF, fr. 24406 (trouvère MS V). 17 These constitute in fact a driving force in the compilation of MS C, lending it not only its dominant ideological color, but serving as its central organizing principal. For each alphabetically-organized section begins with one or more devotional songs, while eight sections -A B D I L Q R T -conclude with pious songs as 14. An even more striking example of lyric poetry as didactic mirror, the late thirteenth-century MS Paris, BnF, fr. 12581 (trouvère MS S), lies outside of the scope this discussion due to its Champenois origins (Barbieri 2006) , its nearly exclusive focus on Thibaut de Champagne, and the unusual ordinatio of the latter's songs. 15. My nomenclature. 16. Moreno postulates that U is a "sister manuscript" to C's source text, which she calls C', both of which stem from a putative source v (1999, 28). 17. MS V cannot be the direct source of MS C's pious songs, however, for not only is it later, but it contains six pieces not found in C, which certainly would have been included had they been available. This discrepancy prompted Schwan to propose a closely-related model, which he called Vg (Schwan 1888). well. 18 Thus Marian lyric, a genre then in full bloom, trumped love lyric as the public face of trouvère art. In its ordering of songs by incipit, C adopts the practice of one other chansonnier -Paris, BnF, fr. 846 (trouvère MS O), but its preference for grouping entries by genre supersedes O's adherence to the hierarchy of trouvères characteristic of mid-century chansonnier organization. For subsequent to the pious songs which begin each letter, one consistently finds debate songs, love songs, and pastourelles, in that order, which ignore the distinctions previously made between major and minor trouvères. Earlier compilational practices can nonetheless be glimpsed on occasion in the secular songs, where two or more pieces by the same poet can be found contiguously, thus suggesting a multiplicity of sources, some as old as MS U, some as recent as MS O, and others in between. 19 Additional sources must be postulated for the 15 unica among the devotional songs, as well as for four songs which are recorded twice.
For 12 of the unica, a lost libellus of Jacques de Cambrai is the most plausible source: the rubricator carefully records the attribution to Jacques in each case, and most unusually, in the case of his eight contrafacta, their secular model is duly indicated. 20 In the case of the four repeated songs, by Jacques d'Amiens, cc. 264 and 475; Guiot de Brunoi, cc. 266 and 428; Guiot de Provins, cc.297 and 504; and Thomas Etrier, cc. 339 and 351, the second occurrence of each song shows both graphic and textual variants of a sort which strongly suggests different sources for each. 21 Out of the multitude of sources and compilational traditions, the scribes of MS C imposed a remarkable unity on their material, at the same time investing trouvère lyric with a new teleology. The combination of alphabetical-generic organization with the predilection for pious song makes MS C a particularly 18. Moreno notes the survival, at the beginning of thirteen alphabetical sections, of a thin strip of parchment glued to the verso of the opening folio, which was designed to facilitate the reader's navigation of the codex (1999, 19) . 19. This is the case, for example, with two songs of Bestourné and three of Gace Brulé in the A section, and six of Gace under the letter I. innovative codex. If the music scribe had only taken it in hand, it would be a most valuable resource for scholars of medieval lyric, as it features so many songs not recorded elsewhere. We thus note, over the 80 years of lyric compilation separating MSS U and C, the development of precise notions of genre separating purely lyric from dialogic from narrative textualities, with a further subdivision of lyric textuality distinguishing pious from secular song. These theoretical constructs increasingly affect the organization of chansonniers after 1270 (Callahan 2010), evincing both the author-centered codices of mid-century and musical notation. Eastern scriptoria appear to have always been somewhat removed from the centers of lyric practice, as empty staves and pages not ruled for music dominate in codices from this region. 22 Indeed, Eastern chansonniers such as MSS C and I, written in the decades just before Philippe de Vitry's Ars Nova changed compositional practices forever, mark the terminus ad quem both of the trouvère tradition and of chansonnier compilation. But to begin one's study of the trouvères with the establishment of precise generic categories, organizing the corpus of individual trouvères into genres, and above all neglecting music, is grossly anachronistic, as it generalizes as characteristic of the entire century what is only applicable to the last few decades of chansonnier construction.
Editorial Considerations
It is our task as specialists of medieval lyric to bring the interested readership -amateur and professional, literary and musicological -to an understanding of the variance of courtly performance and the complexities of its transmission. This desideratum is of course not new, as some excellent early 20th century editions (Bédier and Aubry 1909) attest. But even today, lyric editors are caught between opposing concerns: those of presenting a "clean" performable chansonnier and of respecting the inherent messiness of the manuscript tradition; the proper balance must always be struck anew with each editorial project. For whether critical editions focus on individual trouvères or offer a representative sampling of poets and genres across time, they usually do not go far enough in creating a different habitus for variance, treating it, despite the best intentions, as an inconvenient break-down in communication. Some readings are necessarily superior to others, for linguistic and metrical reasons, while others are disregarded simply because they are isolates; in either case, they are relegated to the apparatus criticus, in essence to the editorial trash bin, where they can be ignored. 23 In order to offer a reasoned answer to this problematic, it is essential for consumers of medieval lyric to grasp the nature of individual chansonniers: as amalgamations of "snapshots" of lyric practice that originally captured the shape of a given song at a particular moment and in a particular locale. In principle, an electronic edition that offers multiple readings in hypertext format is the best means of appreciating the complexities of the trouvère manuscript tradition. But even this image-rich, multi-textual format is not the best way to capture the medieval experience of trouvère song. For courtly and urban listeners alike, this poetry was an aural event, very localized, and pre-chansonnier transcriptions would have been equally tied to local performance traditions. So to whom does the modern textual scholar/musicologist owe allegiance? The audience of 2014 is in some ways similar to, though much smaller than, its thirteenth-century counterpart: the concerns of those committed to performing this lyric are still quite separate from those who collect and study it, and both constituencies can legitimately be considered informed listeners. The relationship between performance and written artifact, however, is substantially different for thirteenth-and twenty-first-century audiences, and modern scholars and medieval enthusiasts cannot hope to recreate for themselves the experience of those for whom this culture and language were native.
Textual editors must write for a contemporary readership, of course, and bring that readership to a non-judgmental appreciation of the age-long practice and longer-lived legacy of trouvère song while not overwhelming it with the truly dizzying complexity of the trouvère manuscript tradition. Any edition devoted to celebrating variance must thus be a compromise, one that must satisfy a multitude of audiences, each with its own legitimate interests. 24 It is in the realm of music that productive overtures can be made immediately. For it is in the editing of trouvère poetry as song that the least attention has been given a) to treating text and melody as 23. The table of variants is nonetheless an essential component of the scholarly edition and the difficulties associated with navigating it are in no way an argument for its elimination. Efforts in the future must be made to make this element more legible, better integrated into the text itself. 24. Of course this leaves ample room for the digital edition, despite the caveats proffered above.
an integral whole, and b) to notating melodic variants. 25 Indeed, trouvère editions stand everything to gain by creating tables of melodic variants to accompany the indices of textual variants which now occupy the critical apparatus, as well as by notating melodic unica in their entirety. An argument is to be made for not placing these with the variants, but including them in the edition proper, as they represent distinct, legitimate performance options (Callahan 2013) . While digital editions are making rapid inroads into the scholarly consciousness, academic institutions are slower in creating structures for the evaluation of digital scholarship. At the same time, university archivists raise legitimate and as yet unanswered questions concerning the preservation of digital materials for future generations. As a means of satisfying both digital and print enthusiasts, meanwhile, it is to be hoped that presses can be persuaded to accompany print editions with a CD-ROM containing manuscript facsimiles and full transcriptions of all variant readings. Editors could then offer both a clean, performable, fairly compact edition, and an acceptably complete critical apparatus.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the practice of collecting trouvère song evolved throughout the thirteenth century in keeping with the shift of lyric performance from courtly to urban settings, from aristocratic to bourgeois sensibilities. It also evolved along with scholastic tastes, as the university shared with society at large its predilection for the encyclopedic: for the categorization and systematization of all knowledge. For this influence is clearly active in the both the increasing (and at times excessive) rigor of poetic treatises from the early to the late thirteenth century (Pickens 2000) , and the consequent shift away from melody as a defining characteristic of genre (Aubrey 2000) in favor of strict generic categories that operated at the expense of music. Twenty-first-century critical editions must embrace this evolution, focusing either on change as a constant, or on given moments in the history of lyric compilation, acknowledging a chosen codex's place in that history. While for the moment, lyric editions don't look all that different from their predecessors, they must begin to frame themselves in new, holistic ways that acknowledge their editorial program as one among many possible.
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